
Item no.: 374802

6220 - TINY BIO 2-PIECE SIPPY CUP BORDEAUX/SAND COLOUR

from 11,30 EUR
Item no.: 374802

shipping weight: 0.20 kg
Manufacturer: dantoy

Product Description
Sustainable Danish-made sippy cup from the Dinnertime range in the tiny line from dantoy. The set consists of two cups with lids. Thanks to their size, the sippy cups are easy to
grasp for little ones who have to learn to hold the cup themselves. The cups help to train the child's fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. When the baby is ready, the lid can
be removed and the cup can be used in the usual way. These sippy cups can be perfectly complemented with other pieces from the Dinnertime range, which are suitable for
different meals and allow for beautiful colour combinations and additional tableware. This crockery set has a long lifespan as it can be used from the first meal and can be adapted
according to the child's developing skills and motor skills. The tiny sippy cups are a dantoy tableware set made in Denmark from recyclable bioplastic.The high-quality and
sustainable sippy cups from the Danish brand dantoy can be part of the meal from the very beginning and for many years to come, as they can be used with or without a lid and
thus adapt to the child's motor development. Combine different sets and colours from the Dinnertime range to create a beautiful selection for your home.Details- From 0 months- 2
cups with lids- Colour: Ruby Red/Sand - Dimensions: D 7 cm, H 10 cm - Made in Denmark- Bio-based material- 100% recyclable- Approved for food- Contains no harmful
substances- Dishwasher safe up to 70 °- Microwave safe up to 70 °
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